lzm Patent (liaison) Office
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949
Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K.
Tel: 852-36187808 Tel: 65-6353-3647 Fax: 852-3111-4197
Websites: www.ycec.com & www.ycec.net Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk

Respectable
Consulate of Slovenia in HK
Consul General
Dear
Sir or Madam:
I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D and the inventor of PCT/SG03/00145.
Please transmit behind the open letter to President Borut Pahor.
It because that was a very important international scandal to shown in my behind the open
letter, and it was to involve all Slovenia people have not or yes dignity to use my medicine
invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 that “Wash Lung” treatment for lifesaving, because my this
medicine invention it was permanent can not to supersede as lied ZMapp by Obama etc.!
Because I was at death's door as the fact to record in my the open letter and to show at my
website of www.ycec.com , so I must ahead of time to register a world bequest at World Heritage
Center of UN and let evil conceal after also still must to tort means to register in Guinness World
Records, otherwise I will be bound to die without closing my eyes that was necessary!
So in our global village must have a rightful voice to wake up the vicious international
powers and them must to give up evil and return to good at currently!
If this fax data is blurring, you can download at the below the IP address:
www.ycec.com/UN/151021/Slovenia.pdf
Or if had before that sent to your letters it could be find in below the index WebPages:
www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm
Thank you!
Respectfully yours
Zhen-man Lin
Hong Kong D188015(3)
October 28, 2015
Consulate of Slovenia in HK
Tel: 2545-2107 Fax: 2543-4669
C.C.
President Borut Pahor
Premier, Ministry of Public Health of Slovenia
Ministry of Communications of Slovenia

Subject：
1. Obama's lie it was notorious to reverse Mercury lead earth disaster-ridden!
2. Why could be regret by Nobel? Why could be rage from ex-President Carter with Russian air raid for IS true?
The truth at here to tell for you!
3. MH370 to be missing that humiliating sharpen!
Respectable
Any country leaders, MP, Law, Hospital,
Medium & Academic circles
Dear
Sir or Madam:
Though lie’s Obama was notorious, Nobel’s regret with to roar by ex-president Carter, still have President Putin opened air attack ISIS true, but those
dressing a coat of sovereign state but is same the IS terror organize in the process to abuse civilization, so WHO continue kill at random life! Specially the
MH370 skyjack by them the witness was to show undoubtedly, so below the open letter it will further to tell you the truth:

中文版 見→www.ycec.com/UN/151021-hk.pdf or htm
This Email→ www.ycec.com/UN/151021.pdf or 中英版 htm

《 Ebola to end because Cuba's cover to Wash-Lung & IS become Obama's right-hand
that helpless lie ZMapp success!
So Nobel's regret to call you must fight for justice! 》
lzm/21.10.2015 in Hong Kong
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7.

Introductory

This open letter continue for the『WHO slaughter Ebola life fast to add & Relation to direct MH370’s oddly
disappeared together top of evil in 2014year!』of 2015.1.17.
The above mentioned fact was just as pointed out in my Email that: “Because dressing a coat of sovereign state but is
the IS terror organize in the process to abuse civilization, so WHO continues to kill at random, MH370 was also skyjacked by
them....” and up to now, below the fact will further witness this evil history in 21 century:
In the first, I must in here againto point out: why Obama must order two Ebola patient return America after lie use
the ZMapp and confidence awful in TV on Aug. 6, 2014?
The truth is the tort my “wash lung” treatment of
PCT/SG2003/00145 stealthily act to function in America already since 2004year, but common American have no right to
enjoy and use for lifesaving after to die infinite!
However, all the Ebola death toll 826 persons only, WHO also to approved
used on AUG.15, 2014, notwithstanding ZMapp company was to inform medium
their output not enough 100 Ebola patients in one month, but Obama 's lie can not
be repress to cross-examine by medium, especially when I had to censure Obama
is similar a seal to raped penguin and raped for African that open letter to publish
on Jan. 17, 2015 after, so Obama gov. cannot but must to announce that ZMapp's
clinical test start at Liberia on Feb.28, 2015, but all the outcome that was not find
to search at the web！

１

At that time, announced by WHO, the Ebola death toll add for 9380 persons, if you search ZMapp at
web, you only can to discover at right picture the Ebola American doctor only a fool willing to support
Obama lie to made “fairy tale” of ZMapp and full in network medium!
All the more lie fact includes
TKM-Ebola or Chinese MIL77 to see below II.
Because ZMapp、TKM-Ebola or Chinese MIL77 that three small fiend revealed the true nature and
was extremely embarrassed, unusual in that time must face part of US medium to cry in fear that we can only

Dr.Kent
Brantfy

count on Ebola vaccine's success to hostility the invention of “wash lung” treatment in PCT/SG2003/00145 only!
Therefore, on this time of abashed extremely, the WHO Director-General and USCDC’s Meltzer both dishonesty come
on at the international stage to forge Ebola rVSV-EBOV vaccine all to unsuccessful use in Guinea by a maths to infer statistics
and publish by Lancet on July 31,2015, but lead the led of ZMapp development shame to leaving national lab in Winnipeg and
had part of medium to jeer why do not to inject the rVSV-EBOV vaccine for WHO, Ca with USA medical personnel why can
not to take off their defense clothes?!
Now for the time being without to discuss whether rVSV-EBOV vaccine is effective or not, but ZMapp must have a test
and verify success, if not, the Obama's lie it will be a laughingstock for the world!
So the Obama immediately ordered the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases to falsify the DNA
of Ebola virus variation's lie to hide ZMapp's shame after ridicule ignorant by part of science scope!
Therefore, American
FDA again to announce authorize the ZMapp could be into a so-called Fast-Tracks Experimental Ebola Drug attempt make a
pretext to cover up for Obama's lie...
Another issue not known to the public is why Obama had the confidence to cure
two Ebola American?
Still more detailed description below III.
But the Obama's lie to be notorious already to become a culprit of anti-mankind
civilization that still not to know to turn one's head all that under before ex-Nobel
chief's eyes, so he was very regret to award a Peace Prize for Obama on 2009year !
Still more detailed description below IV.
On the side, it was to be connected above this medicine invention of
PCT/SG2003/00145 that the missing MH370 because it’s a wing fragment discovery
on Reunion in the Indian Ocean that was complete my show up in my open letter of

Nobel's regret

『WHO slaughter Ebola life fast to add Relation to direct MH370’s oddly disappeared together top of evil in 2014year!』, the
specifics see below IV. Section.

II. Three small fiends of ZMapp、TKM-Ebola & MIL77 who were to reveal
the true nature and can not find a place to hide!
Then above the Dr. Kent Brantfy etc. two American before return Atlanta who had shot ZMapp, if it was valid that why
must order by Obama?
At the time, then the authorities of Liberia had to query if the ZMapp valid why can not supply for
other Ebola patients report on Aug 11, 2014 after, Obama's ZMapp can only send to Liberia for used, but, the news
minister of Liberia to point out among to accept Zmapp's doctor already death, so Obama's lie bankruptcy in first!
Because Obama to know perfectly well that my invention of “wash lung” treatment in PCT/SG2003/00145 that was can
not to supersede, but he was to take bribes from Chinese ex-chairman Mr. Jiang ZM so Obama must to continue lie conceal for
this invention, if Obama say not, his fate will same ex-President George Bush to make bribes details for public by Mr. Jiang
ZM’s son that as point out at before my an open letter unmask on 2015.1.17.
Now return the subject of three small fiends.
Obama was fully aware that ZMapp will make a fool of himself, so he order FDA & HHS department to allow
TKM-Ebola to come out play tricks for disperse medium's stare, after that, the Chinese《 Academy of Military Medical
Sciences 》at once relay to counterfeit to deify the MIL77 with arrest of the Royal London Hospitals
to match up the MIL77 that “fruitful results” after announce on Mar 27, 2015.
The Japanese same ZMapp that “deity-drug”
but to find a pretext that have not to obtain by WHO, not only as this, the WHO, Britain with Canada's Ministry of Public
Health in the same time to shout and jump for joy and shout loudly they will to reserve the MIL77, so a momentary lie to fill
up international stage as the Mercury in the act of reverse!
As everyone knows, then the useless small devil of TKM-Ebola to confirm by the study chief of Oxford professor (Dr.
Peter Horby) and TKM was ashamed to change the stinking name for his Company after, because the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) must to face the gist：“now only can to count on the Ebola vaccine oneself to bear the
big-flag…! ” that cry out in alarm by part of American medium, that is to say, if not, again to conceal the medicine invention of
PCT/SG2003/00145 it will no dice!

！
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So U.S. HHS hurried to announce it will pay $19.7 million for Gaithersburg Biotech Company “for its first experimental
monoclonal antibody drug (same ZMapp) under the two-year, $19.7 million agreement with the ASPR’s Biomedical Advanced
Research and Development Authority (BARDA).”, but the study contract of two-year still to laugh by medium, because the
distant water cannot quench present thirst!
As a result is, the U.S. HHS once again approve that not obtain use by U.S. Food and Drug Administration that AVI-7288
drug (Treatment of Marburg Virus) to play tricks with same the TKM-Ebola small fiend! But that “No Toxicology
Concerns Demonstrated” with “Appears Safe in Humans” so same to call in question by medium!
The above fact shows that, U.S. HHS become a backstage evil standard-bearer only for conceal can not superseded and
essential medicine invention in mankind society, but then the three small fiend of ZMapp、TKM-Ebola or MIL77 who were to
reveal the true lie nature and can not find a place to hide oneself for shame time, but U.S. HHS, is a American a public
organization, they are to be fully aware as ZMapp or TKM-Ebola drug have not result and still to squander public money?
Whether the director collect bribe originates China to do mischief in the dark? So that deserves to be mentioned for American
medium!
However, above U.S. HHS’s that two lay measures balcony same full of loopholes still?! Now already need not I again
to lose time, because the three small fiend of ZMapp、TKM-Ebola & Chinese MIL77 who were to reveal the true lie nature
and can not find a place to hide!

III. Why was Obama not courageous enough to lie without a blink of an eye?!
Why Obama had enough courage to lie and no to change color?!
Then the SARS to flare up in China, HongKong, Taiwan and Canada on 2003year time, my medicine invention of
PCT/SG2003/00145 fax to Chief Executive Mr. Dong office of HK on Mar 15, 2003, at the same time, now the WHO
Director-General Ms. Chan just is the Director of Health of HK, no other than she to hold a “central authorities secret order”
from Chinese ex-chairman Mr. Jiang ZM to stealthily “wash lung” for SARS patients, so in less than one month, then HK
with Beijing all SARS patients to leave a hospital after, Ms. Chan off hand to forge lessen one half before that announce an
attempt to obliterate my this importance of my invention!
But to be in the know the Chief Executive Mr. Dong to persist in award for me on July 23, 2004, because my design
ability signally feat since my youth, so you can to see my PFCO-Pharmacy-Machines at my www.ycec.net recommend
extensively use for HK hospital with clinic that since end of August month on 2004 year!
But the Chinese ex-chairman Mr.
Jiang ZM that “central authorities secret order” at once to start all HK medium to gather together to stir up trouble, so the Chief
Executive Mr. Dong have no choice and must resignation on March of 2005year!
Therefore, in HK that hospital with clinic
not one had courage to put in use; because they worry their license will end by Health office of HK!
But, above my propagandize in HK medicine scope without anybody not to know the “virus” infect is a fault medicine
decide must change for “germs” infect and all the virus vaccine must be abandoned in the historical garbage bin!
On the
other hand, in my invention that “wash lung” treatment it still can be extensively used for phthisis, old person's peracute
pneumonia include smoke-lung, any pneumoconiosis etc. that was clean in HK medicine scope also to be clear about
undoubtedly and can not to displace same the time!
At the same time, this fellow in the picture on the right is a microbe professor in HKU, but he was
unblushing at once flourish to forge for public use duct of bronchoscope to shown let “physiological
saline” to pour into lung after suck out for weed out germs at HK TV on Sept.12, 2004, his counterfeit
attempt only for stealthily use to tort that was very clear!
Because the “physiological saline” only can “wash lung” for dead body and jeer ignorant by his
fraternity, but this is a wicked idea it right away to attract the Chinese ex-chairman Mr. Jiang ZM to
value highly, therefore, you could to find at my www.ycec.net, in my invention that PFCO-liquid
medicine was to stick a label of “physiological saline” and wash lung for Chinese miner!

Saline
Professor

That is to say, if the “physiological saline” could be to “wash lung” for above the Dr.Kent Brantfy, that need not to feel
wronged Obama to hold the ZMapp lie for the world!
In addition, you could be see at www.ycec.net, my PFCO–Pharmacy-Machines used that “ATiA15/64 dissolved
ozone monitor” namely from USA well-known products of Analytical Technology, Inc. that made on 2004year.
Because Chinese bribed USA after to conceal in worldwide but still to be compelled to stealthily use, so their means
unavoidable must to buy off the ownership of “Ati A15/64 dissolved ozone monitor” in first and must to control marketplace,
this for two super powers that as easy as turning one's hand over! The fact as this, they are easy to buy off the ownership after
and suppose let Ati A15 to change the appearance for OREC-A15 that means it can avoid accuse copy by me, the means same
the “physiological saline” and as Ati in HK's agent clear tell me have not any difference: “...the ATi A15 was idling since
2007year after change for OREC-A15 as well do not to make public, because only to sale for designate engineering
company!”, so the ATi A15 or OREC-A15 only can to buy the second hand goods at eBay!
Therefore, I had a letter send to Ati's office at America on June 10, 2015.
３

Above the OREC-A15 only supply for USA and the British Commonwealth that appoint engineering company, but above
my invention patent application not at USA, UK other country how to do?
Because Ati-A15's ownership already to buy, so allot to other country that was as easy as turning one's hand over, as
Japanese Oz-50, or Indian UNIQUE-3000..., notwithstanding their website have to advertise, but they are same the USA or
UK'ATi only can to a quotation of prices for designate engineering company, below:
ATi CL2-3-A15

OCEC-CL2-03-A15

Japan

Oz-50

India

UNIQUE-3000

Above the Emory University hospital to have plenty of to change the appearance OCEC-CL2-03-A15 to control same my
PFCO–Pharmacy-Machines use “wash lung” for Dr. Kent Brantfy that have not any a question, so Obama had enough
courage to lie and no to change color?! The answer in here!
And then, in China as that to change the appearance it already need not to tell for you at here now, the Power now must to
conceal but still must to steal use and not to be divulged, that Power only dare not do play in Hong Kong under my eyelids that
is all, but now, so Hong Kong government must to arrange old person can to wash their lung in secret at HKU’s hospital at
ShenZhen city…, it may be to said the Power just to crazy price their humanity and seldom seen in ancient and modern!
Therefore, this outsize history foul it should be come on at the Guinness Book of Records!

IV.

Ebola to fall away it fully to lean on Cuba to cover for Wash-Lung!

Then Ebola break out in West African after, because the WHO Director-General early an old hand of stealthily “wash
lung” treatment for HK SARS patients on 2003year, now only the “central authorities secret order” not feasible in West African
and have not prestige, so to ask Cuba's medical team to cover! Therefore, the Ebola in West African to weaken start since
February of 2015!
So Obama gov. have courage to announce that ZMapp's clinical test start at Liberia on Feb.28,
2015, because Cuba's “feat” inalienable to reduce Obama's lie crisis and to push through by off-stage
the Mr. Jiang force, Obama from this to restore diplomatic relations with Cuba!
The right is the old Cuda leader picture and ill to worsen before 2011year, if not by China to send
the “wash lung” machine use for he that have today's full of energy impossible! Because Cuda was
to hold a key of Obama's lie crisis, so the old Cuda leader to start to talk Obama Gov. must to
indemnify loss of the break off diplomatic relations, and behind to pay by China that was probably!

V.

Lie’s Obama notorious to be reverse Mercury!
So it was very regret by Nobel that true at here!

Furthermore, why before China chairman Mr. Xi Jin-Ping visit USA that time, the ex-Nobel chief was very regretful to
award Nobel Peace Prize to President Obama on 2009year?! Now I have the duty to reveal the cause and effect:
As mentioned in II. that PCT/SG2003/00145 was a PCT international patent, due to it being submitted with George
Bush's assistances, so in my www.ycec.net there is a record to shown difficulties pile upon pile at any west country.
At HongKong, after ex-Director of Health of HK Mrs.Chan held a “central authorities secret order” from Chinese
ex-chairman Mr. Jiang ZM to stealthily use “wash lung” for SARS patients and this case was exposed to the SARS
investigate committee of Legislative Council of HK confession by President of medical college of CUHK!
Though it have a “centralize secret order” around to do evil, but my this invention to save the SARS crisis in
medicine scope of Hong Kong was already well-known! Then Nobel's checker visit HK on March of 2003year, so the
ex-chairman Mr. Jiang ZM at once abet Dr. Chen Ning Yang beforehand come to Hong Kong to suppress the academic
circle support Nobel award medicine Prize for me, so at the HKTV can to see the Dr. Chen Ning Yang grit his teeth and
said that: “…nowadays China not need the Nobel Prize!”, after that by a Sweden prosecuting attorney news because
Chinese bribes witness in March 2006 report on Dec. 19, 2008 with Dr. Chen Ning Yang that shameful acts was an
undesigned coincidence!
４

Due to the value of Nobel prize is to the above “centralize secret order” of absurd malice in secretly that was clear
undoubtedly, also clear award medicine Prize for me on 2006year if have not support by Dr. Lee Jong-Wook it will
awkward!
So at news to see, ex-WHO Dr. Lee Jong-Wook still carried out in public affairs suddenly an acute disease
to hospital to proceed for his cerebralthrombosis on May 20,2006pm and condition fine on second day, it was very clear if
have not one to visit the sick by an excuse and resection the oxygen cylinder, the abruptly to death that will difficulties!
Because the cerebral thrombosis is a common ailment for aged people and it can easily lead to dementia but also difficult
to die within a short period of time!
Therefore, for continue to conceal my invention, if not to killing Dr. Lee Jong-Wook after change that only famous
can to “kill-chicken” of the Director of HK supersede for WHO Director-General it will be impossible!
For this
reason, if let an obedient Korean to substitute with UN ex-Secretary General Annan that can only easy way to avoid the
killing to be exposed and that still must is only one a candidate!
That just as expected, in cooperation for small Bush with Mr. Jiang ZM that the obedient Korean Ban Ki-moon was the
only one candidate to substitute Annan for UN Secretary General starting from Jan. 01, 2007.
How to bear witness the Ban Ki-moon was a biddable flunky and have not any humanity-principles only stand for
USA with China a secret treaty at UNO to control your life? Below:
Before the 2009year, then WHO meeting still continues concealing “wash lung” treatment and lie about the
efficiency of Tamiflu and bacterin causing terror of mankind society, but Ban Ki-moon specially went to WHO to
support the Director-General Mrs.Chan's lie and openly be grateful for the Chinese ballot votes, so I had by an open
email to UN and WHO's organization to expose the conceal disastrous effect and to remind his brother Dr. Lee
Jong-Wook was possibly murdered on Mar.20, 2009.
So the NZ patent office at once grant me the patent and to notify me by email on July 06, 2009, then I was
impatient the transfer expenses of US$4,000,000.- to make public at my www.ycec.net after, at TV news to know Mr.
Jiang ZM heart disease to be hospitalized urgent to call Hu Jin Tao to exit the G8+5 meeting and pretext because
Shinjang's riot must return to handle!
Therefore, the Nobel same me complete to pierce Obama's efforts fail in a flash, so I had a letter to Obama also to
express as this on Nov. 14, 2009 ! So at award ceremony of 2009 Peace Prize, I was clear to hear the emcee
was to say this Peace Prize will to urge Obama to continue strive!
Because the medicine invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 can not supersede, the outcome of conceal as open to
butcher life at your face, as Ebola, Mers patients as well as above in Hong Kong those nearly ten thousand or any
country countless death in every year!
But Obama can not expectations for Nobel, so the Mr. Geir Lundestad of
ex-Nobel chief for mankind society's justice with Nobel's dignity he was not to hesitate to express his regret, because
he was to get a notify before now the China chairman Xi JP visit Obama will again cooperation conceal this medicine
invention again to open-butcher life in the world!
Because above mentioned fact can not be denied in China, so lead Chairman Mr. Xi JP by a manner of need not to call
the roll for my outstanding accomplishment to express respect on Feb.17, 2015 after, so Mr. Kissinger at once come to Beijing
appointment Xi JP and hope he must same for 2009year that original intention by Obama with ex-Chairman Hu Jin_Tao on
Mar 17, 2015!
But from the picture on the right, the outburst in Tianjin city of China
witnessed on Aug. 12, 2015 to shows that to destroy those car not the usual TNT
bomb and then is to cause that was produce up to 4000℃ by a micromini
thermonuclear warhead also can not to break case, so above Xi JP's order already
have not any protect function!
Above the high-rise clash in the interior that violent degree it could be to
shown why the ex-Chairman Hu Jin_Tao his both hands violently trembling
standing at Tiananmen city-walls while reviewing the troops on Sept. 03, 2015.
It was more frightening is, that such ultra-small thermonuclear explosion has also been withholding information by US
which show the depth of the two international evil alliance crimes!
That same with the MH370's
defense satellites,
dry run to be missing, if that did not to get Obama's acquiesce that was difficult to carry out! Therefore, by above threaten
means of “a microminiature thermonuclear explode” after, Mr.Xi JP only can to swallow an insult at this UN stage to change
original intention with Kissinger at Beijing on Mar. 17, 2015, so that was not difficult to understand!
The lie's Obama was to be notorious and lead to the planet Mercury reverse, so it was very regret by Nobel that true at
here!

VI.

Tort with covertly use for few person that acts was miserably!
５

Above no other than two power politics cooperation to conceal medicine invention but stealthily use for tort's history
witness!
Above the immoral stealthily use for tort only can to benefit for know the facts of sth. as old Bush or Dr.Kent Brantfy, but
ordinary American or other to assist conceal as UK, Ca...Citizen all without exception an outsider!
As in America, every year that flu death toll to exceed 24 ten thousand it announce by Health department, but aged people
that peracute-pneumonia still more countless!
Therefore, I at here to call on American scholar with medium to urge Obama
did not again to lie ZMapp, because it was very difficult to exit from the stage and clear-cut to stop at no evil to learn Chinese
“unique skill” to order CDC to make public let the “physiological saline” wash lung for save still more life!
On the side, why the fool President Obama still again to order FDA, HHS or CDC to forge Ebola-vaccine 100% in force
to make a spectacle of oneself again?!
Because in 21century this most terrible fight of right-evil that focus namely “virus” or
“germs” infect who is right or wrong?! This accident on 2005year already to give tit for tat after records in history diary at
Hong Kong:
Above the Yuan_GY of HKU quite right a reactionary scholar, he except for forge the “physiological saline” can to wash
lung and always to publicize false “flu vaccine” at TV for hostility above renew of the medicine definition!
But then HK's health office must to face after flu-shot no avail those flu citizen and fetus death in belly those
mother-to-be, also the Yuan GY of HKU again stand at HKTV to say a lie because the “virus-variation” to deceive citizen and
again to popularize vaccine!
As from above to shown, the reactionary scholar not to hesitate to butcher life to please evil power, therefore, the
Yuan_GY of HKU was to get an academician title by Chinese Academy of Engineering!
Above fact at my main page www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm that shown on the list since
2005year update to witness this vile history! HK quite right one of main arena of in this world war
of right with vice, the only one gratifying is the Dr. Ceng HH director of CHP of HK to affect in my
open letter after return humanity! So he was to be loath to do a war crime to preach wrong flu-shot
to deceive with murder citizen and no job at home also must to resign! After the new
director-general of CHP also unwilling to fall for, therefore, at HKTV that can again to preach for
wrong flu-shot only one namely right picture of the P.H. Director Dr KO Wing-Man!
Above show by the evidence of HK's war crime that was can find no hiding-place as Obama's ZMapp, as this year then
the HK flu death toll 495 persons report on April 23, 2015 after, above the Dr. KO Wing-man at once to profess no longer open
to report news for the public, HK citizen's know-power to oust of, all the HK medium to struck dumb..., and search in Google
also the weeds pile!
Above show by the evidence of HK's war crime that was can find no hiding-place as Obama's ZMapp, as this year then
the HK flu death toll 495 persons report on April 23, 2015 after, above the Dr. KO Wing-man at once to profess no longer open
to report news for the public, HK citizen's know-power to oust of, all the HK medium to struck dumb..., and search in Google
also the weeds pile!
But I had found a report on Sept.09, 2015, the news point out only on 2014year those pneumonia death toll 7431
persons!
Therefore, Hong Kong became a huge population annihilate city already!
But above the Yuan_GY of HKU with
P.H. Director Dr KO Wing-man still to preach wrong flu-shot to butcher your family!
If you still have humanity, unusual those students of HKU have power use the “physiological saline” wash the lung for
Yuan_GY and KO Wing-man two war criminal, and to question closely to rid the people of an evil!
As well as then the Ebola start outburst in West African time, I sent a warning letter to the WHO Director-General
Mrs.Chan on Oct. 27, 2014 that also sent to UN's Ban Ki-moon, because the situation was very critical, that have not any
medicine level of the “kill-chicken” of WHO Director-General still for conceal my this can not superseded of medicine
invention continue to butcher West African!
Is it possible that the Ban Ki-moon can not to read to understand my letter's subject matter? The answer was no,
because Ban Ki-moon same the “kill-chicken” of WHO Director-General same have a promise for a evil group only can to be
in office!
Therefore, then Director-General Mrs.Chan with（picture on the right）that Meltzer of
USCDC to collaborate fabricated by lie the so-called “valid witness” of rVSV-EBOV vaccine
was tested in Guinea and 100% valid after, and to further instigate published by Lancet on July
31, 2015 after, so the WHO Director-General was very “excited” ignorant to be announce in
international society at once.
The unexpected thing is that Ban Ki-moon is still leading UNO official to support WHO'
lie! So more ashamed one day it will start again!
The Ban Ki-moon is not caring for the people, especially the disadvantaged minorities to speak out from a sense of
６

justice that in evidence to tread on UN charter and his duty limits of authority to assist WHO Director-General butcher lie to
show in eye for each Unmember country now!
On the side，above mentioned has helped Obama to lie about those small fiend and those beneficiary of assist-conceal
as only to know the “kill-chicken” of WHO Director-General, or UN's Ban Ki-moon and mediums all-round to stir up trouble
to requests stop Xi JP visit USA in September unceasing in news, but then the big explode in Tianjin city after only can to deny
by China ambassador at USA on August 27, 2015, because Xi JP already fulfill to compromise!
Therefore, by above pressure, so before Xi JP visit USA must be to change with Kissinger 's original intention that was
not difficult to understand!
But Mr. Xi JP at USA, UN a wise saying: “...at Chinese combat corruption that have not House of Cards !” that was
clearly to inform in all respects that build by ZMapp, TKM-Ebola, MIL77 and totally success of rVSV-EBOV Ebola vaccine
that House of Cards to attempt conceal PCT/SG2003/00145 medicine invention it will not to topple down only a wild talk?
Because in Chinese have wise saw is there is not exist the wall that can't through by wing same theHouse of Cards!
Now, because Obama already sink into the morality trap and can not extricate by himself, so he has employ small
Bush's ex-Secretary of State Rice to artifice for any country oligarch to keep conceal in world to barter for in the dark! That
as ex-President George Walker Bush by “ice bucket challenge” that one of his personal subscription ten double in the past,
and it could be support his younger brother Jbe Bush to run for President, the unexpected of big subscription in the rear that
merit interest by US medium!
As early in 2006year that pneumonia (Klebsiella) outbreak in Israel time, because then I had a letter to
the Israeli Minister of Health to informed my a applications in Israeli patent office that “wash-lung”
treatment only can to save the pneumonia patients life on Mar. 12, 2006 after, so caused by the Israeli
public anger asked Prime Minister to step down!
Also at the same time, little Bush dispatched his Secretary of State Rice to discuss the Chinese
compensation between Israel, and after, hearing the news of Mexico also to raise compensation for
China..., more details see www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm that part of 2008.05 .08 and 2011.09.27
visible, therefore, the “Nobel Prize" for Obama that was lost "money with beautiful woman" means!
From today visible except vaccine still vaccine at the Israeli Ministry of Health website, it like the USA, other country or
Hong Kong Ministry of Health had to see innumerable flu or pneumonia death still to be indifferent!
That is to say, Rice is
initiate to ask the Israeli authorities to come up with “national life” exchange in China” pay reward” a demon precedent!
Today, Rice has been regarded by Obama a cat's-paw to butcher life in world, so she with Kerry unceasing use “the
world needs a stable China-US relations” as an excuse to suppress discontent global voice!
No wonder ex-President Carter accuse : only a few people control of American politics !
Obama is no exception, in my 2011.09.27 open letter, it was pointed out, Jiang ZM's son has the bribery skill that is
unmatched in the world!
Because above IV. Cuda was to do sth. for sb., Ebola will same 2003year's SARS to disappear at West African, but then
above the P.H. Director Dr KO Wing-man of HK will on longer to notify to report news for the flu with more huge pneumonia
that death toll and will to close down medium gate on April 13, 2015 after three days, Bill Gates was very disgusting to roar
face medium on April 16, 2015: “ ...to face outburst of next epidemic outburst, we are arrange to accomplish really? Really? ”!
An outcome is, the WHO Director-General Chan Fung Fu-chun at once declares to apology and promise improve after three
days on April 19, 2015!
The right picture is well-known Bill Gates, he to support WHO's funds only less for USA Government,
so Bill Gates regarding WHO's function absolutely clear undoubtedly:
That proves Bill Gates's influence power in WHO that out of the ordinary!
So I was fortunate to call on for Bill Gates not to be deceived again patronize study “virus vaccine” again
hostility that “germs infect” conclusion in PCT/SG2003/00145 invention, because the “viral genome” can not
ego “replication” in body that have a easily way test by any hospital show at my a censure letter send to
WHO Director-General on Oct. 27, 2015.
Secondly, if Bill Gates willing to buy or patronize some of international medium with scholar to extensively report
above fact, this to commit innumerable murders of most evil history case in 21century it will end, if not, Bill Gates must
clear-cut to appeal anyone country study for China arrogation use the “physiological saline” can to wash in lung for tidy up
germs that only can “ ...to face outburst of next epidemic outburst!” !
If you are an international medium, if your country hospital have not open “wash lung” treatment use for your national,
you must to follow with interest above the fact, because your national life power same have worried!
In the same time, the America ex-president Carter also stand out to accuse for Obama Gov., that “ U.S. is no longer a
democracy already, it's an oligarchy!”!
７

VII. Why IS to terror attack “Charlie Hebdo” corelation to conceal medicine inventon?
Moreover, the evil alliance of the two vicious powers for conceal medical invention also jointly cultivate with large ISIS
strength!
So the ISIS terror attack French “Charlie Hebdo” in first on Jan. 07, 2015 and by this case to dominated French
President Mr. François Hollande that was same then forge a scandal by a claim to Prince Andrew in USA court after as
Oxford must announced on TV to join trials Ebola vaccine in Guinea on Feb. 05, 2015!
And then investigate chief of Dr. Peter Horby of Oxford was to proved that TKM-Ebola have not any effect for Ebola
patient on 2015.6.19 after, the IS at once to attack Tunis a public house and lead thirty British death for retaliate, though Britain
have not to join air raid ISIS! Therefore, the terror raid by ISIS that was because their right-hand man to international
conceal!
More details can to see at: www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm!
Because the ISIS was reared as livestock in pens by the above mentioned two international evil alliance that was to clear pierce
by President Putin, therefore, then Russian was true air strikes for ISIS after, the Obama was giving every effort to say no and
reject to supply information of IS station.
No wonder when President Putin opened air attack ISIS start on Sep. 30, 2015 after, so Obama stand out immediately by a
pretext to accused Putin will be "accidental injury" people, because Putin was very clear of the outcome of cultivate with large
ISIS!

VIII.

MH370’s missing plot has everything is clear now!

Because I had to published an open letter exposing the MH370’s missing the cause and effect on Jan.17,2015 after,
therefore, Malaysia Airlines was forced to officially declared “accident” and will start immediately compensation to the
victims' families attempt to get something over on Jan.29,2015.
But from China's extensive coverage and by US broadcast ( ABC ) company also quoted two US officials responsible
for the investigation pointed convinced that “the presence of human intervention factor” , and ready to focus on investigation
behind!
Therefore, behind the evil backstage manipulator to be compelled at once forced to Malaysian Transport Minister
according to the so-called “British satellite company provides MH370 signal data show” on 2015.2.25 to insisted the flight is
end of in the southern Indian Ocean and requires Austria, Malaysia and China to search for there!
The evil backstage manipulator for this reason to avoid search in Myanmar Andaman Islands was already exposed in my
open letter dated on Jan. 17, 2015!
And the evil backstage manipulator still secretly to holding ISIS to intimidation international especially the US media to
continue to trace below:
1. To visited Boeing truthful account, at where the MH370 that satellite navigation and communication instruments has
not controlled by captain?
If not, as after 911 the President Bush at the Chicago airport announced he already
signing of grant 5 hundred million US dollars to assist the Boeing to install and use “three measures of aviation
safety” of my invention in US patent office on Sept. 27, 2001, therefore, Boeing company must to reply for public the
public funds at there?
2. It was not find a medium to visit the Chinese mobile communications, why MH370 suddenly lost contact beginning at
boundary of China time, why the phone communication signals have all been obscured at entire Spratly islands?
And still not see explanation explain?
Thereafter, the washed up on the Reunion island coast of Indian Ocean west that MH370 an aileron to shown the MH370
was by a low angle to forced landing at a sea plane the time to fall, so that absolutely non by a beeline to through the seabed as
by "zombie fly", more because in terms of by the direction of ocean current, from Reunion Island to now the search place at
southern Indian Ocean that distance total 6000 kilometers that was very difficult, so further display landing in the Andaman
Islands not the south Indian Ocean!
Therefore, the MH370 plane missing plot already everything is clear now, everything as unmask at my open letter on
Jan.17,2015, but now only can to waiting for victim family members to prosecution in court and order the Boeing Company
and China Mobile Communications accountable to confess for the public!

IX. Conclusion
As Nobel's regret in above everything, the Peace Prize already tread below at Obama's sole and run to contrary humanity
civilization stage to tact a super-slaughterman and use having authority in hand to harmony with Chinese old powers and
anyway in any country or American hospital that have not the “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 can to save life
after may be to massacre how much person that still to be indifferent for Obama!
All this because Obama can to call his
Assistant Rice with Secretary of State Condoleezza Kerry continuous by “the world needs a stable China-US relations” a
subterfuge to pressing dissatisfied global voice!
８

Now, the IS terror same the left or right-hand of Obama to threaten other country leader and medium for conceal this
medicine invention, but that cognate the yellow peril, Obama already difficult to shirk the responsibility!
Therefore, we
appeal to the international media and to act heroically that American lawyer to dare to for the bereaved to sue Obama or health
department, I hereby express that I will to be willing to provide all the theory of law basis to help!
In virtue of this is a super-serious evil history case and involve any country people whether have dignity to use my
invention to save life or not?!
Because, the “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 invention it can not to substitute
for forever!
Also for above reason, anyone have to be necessary into my www.ycec.com after link the image of vice-premier
of China Mr. Zhang GL that could be to clear the details by his command to rob my factory before 1999year, now the origin of
this yellow peril of evil history case in here, but he was a superior at China Government still!
Due to above the powers was very powerful and not to stint means to killing fore me since 2009year that details if into

www.ycec.com after link the 13. item or photo of NPC chairman Mr. Zhang Dejiang, that also clear to show!

Especially is, then it follow the Nobel's regretful with rage accuse by ex-President Carter after, above the vicious power
in the act of again to transfer HK police use a Fascism means will be arrest for me that as 2009year! Now, I only can in here
to ask at Hong Kong consulate to understand truth in my website after, if still not to with interest HK government that nucleus
value of humanity with rule by law at where? Then I will at death's door!
Thank you!

PCT/SG2003/00145
10/469,063
Inventor

Lin Zhen-Man/SG
Oct. 21, 2015

This open letter page at: →www.ycec.com/UN/151021-hk.pdf
The main page at： www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm
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